
 

 

 

SOUTH EAST ASIAN CHAMPION 
 

The creation of the South East Asian Champion title is another good way to promote 

our dog shows and entice increased entries at our shows both locally and dogs from 

overseas.   

 

This title may be offered by FCI recognized NCO’s in the South East Asian (SEA) 

Region (Philippines, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and Vietnam) at their 

CAC shows and is independently organized by the respective NCO in South East 

Asia. SEA shows may be organized by the NCO or by their affiliated clubs. 

 

SEA CAC award cards and SEA Champion Title certs will be awarded by the NCO 

directly to the winners. NCO’s must have the SEA CAC Certificates available at the 

show. Champion Certificates will be issued by FCI SEA NCO.  

 

The title is South East Asian Champion and the proposed short form for this title is 

SEA CH. We recommend that SEA NCO’s recognize this title by adding it onto the 

pedigree certificates of the dogs. 

 

Organization of SEA Shows: 

 

Each NCO may organize as many SEA shows as they see fit. But it is recommended 

that the SEA show is organized as a separate show where SEA CACs alone and/or 

Local CACs also be awarded. SEA CACs may not be awarded together with CACIBs or 

APAC CACs. 

 

It is recommended that the judge(s) of the SEA Shows should be from the an FCI 

Asia-Pacific member country, or at least the BIS must be judged by a judge from an 

FCI Asia-Pacific member country. This is however only a recommendation. 

 

 

Requirements to attain the SEA CHAMPION titles: 

 

To obtain the title of South East Asian Champion (SEA CH) : A dog/bitch who is 

already a Champion of an FCI member country, must win FOUR SEA CAC dog/bitch 

with a rating of EXCELLENT at any designated SEA Shows organized by FCI SEA 

NCOs. A dog/bitch may obtain the SEA CACs in the same country to attain this title, 

since some countries have problems with quarantine. 

 

To obtain the title of South East Asian Grand Champion (SEA GR CH) : A 

dog/bitch who is already a Champion of an FCI member country, must win EIGHT 

SEA CAC dog/bitch with a rating of EXCELLENT at any designated SEA Shows 



organized by FCI SEA NCOs. At least TWO of the Eight SEA CAC MUST be won in two 

different FCI SEA countries, for the dog to qualify for this title. 

 

To obtain the title of South East Asian Supreme Champion (SEA SUP CH) : A 

dog/bitch who is already a Champion of an FCI member country, must win TWELVE 

SEA CAC dog/bitch with a rating of EXCELLENT at any designated SEA Shows 

organized by FCI SEA NCOs; PLUS win BIS1 (Best in Show 1) at a SEA Show and; at 

least THREE of the Twelve SEA CAC’s MUST be won in three different FCI SEA 

countries for the dog to qualify for this title. 

 

 

General Notes for NCO’s 

 

1. The organizing NCO will award the CAC certificates won by the dog/bitch at 

the SEA Shows that they organize. 

2. All records of winners of the SEA CAC must be recorded by the respective 

NCO together with a copy of the show catalog kept for verification. 

3. Once a dog/bitch has attained the required number of SEA CAC awards, they 

must submit the SEA CACs to their home NCO wherein the dog is registered. 

In the event that their home NCO is not an FCI SEA member, they may opt to 

obtain the SEA CH Title Certificate from any of the FCI SEA NCO’s, submitting 

the relevant SEA CAC award certificates they have won on a prescribed form 

to be produced by each FCI SEA NCO.  

4. NCOs receiving SEA CAC awards not issued by them should check the 

authenticity of the awards with the issuing FCI SEA NCO. 
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Above goes into effect – 1st January 2016 


